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South Africa's Defence Industry:
A Template for Middle Powers? 1

Greg Mills and Martin Edmonds

Introduction

The South African arms industry employs today around half of its peak
of 120,000 in the 1980s. A number of major South African defence producers
have been bought out by Western-based companies, while a pending priva
tisation process could see the sale of the 'Big Five'2 of the South African

industry. This much might be expected of a sector that has its contemporary

origins in the apartheid period of enforced isolation and self-sufficiency.

But the South African defence industry may well illustrate the way for
ward for middle-ranking powers in terms of reorganisation and the effec

tive use of defence purchases to tie in with global players and the global
market. This paper thus looks at five areas:

1. It provides a brief historical overview of the South African defence

industry until the present.

2. It examines current developments and trends, especially the impact
of the defence reorganisation and the recent R25 billion's worth of
defence purchases by the South African government on the industry.

3. It examines possible future purchases and the impact this might have.

4. It identifies global trends in defence equipment, the international
arms market and prognoses of future types of conflict and wars.

5. It highlights future challenges for South Africa in the context of this

changing global environment.

The Historical Legacy

The South African defence industry can trace its industrial roots back to
the production of light weapons, armoured cars, artillery pieces and aircraft

during the Second World War. In the early 1960s, the need for an indigenous
defence industrial capability received a boost through five inter-related events:

1) the 1963 voluntary UN arms embargo against the apartheid regime; 2) the
refusal of traditional supplier Britain under the Wilson government to supply
weapons in the 1960s and the consequent abrogation of the Simonstown
naval agreement in 1975; 3) the South African Defence Force's (SADF)

1. This paper was presented at the conference staged by the National Intelligence Council

(NIC) and the International Institute for Strategic Studies (1ISS) on 4-5 November 2000
on the topic 'Transformation in Global Defence Markets and Industries'.
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intervention in Angola in 1975, which showed up glaring deficiencies in
the South African arsenal, particularly of suitable trucks and long-range artil

lery; 4) the imposition of the mandatory 1977 UN arms embargo; and 5) the
collapse of the white-rule colonies (and their transition to black majority rule)
of Mozambique, Angola and Rhodesia respectively in 1974, 1975 and 1980.

In responding to these changes in the external milieu, in the 1960s, the
South African armed forces were politically insignificant. In the 1980s they
became the dominant participants in domestic and foreign policy-making
at the highest levels of state. Evidence of increased militarisation was re
flected in the size, structure and sophistication of the SADF, which de
pended, in turn, on national threat perceptions and the health of the economy.
The growth of defence expenditure, as a proportion of the budget and GNP, as
well as in absolute terms, provides one of the clearest indicators.

Table 1: SA Defence Expenditure3

Year Nominal Real % of GDP % of govt
spending (Rm) spending

(Rbn at 1995

values)

spending

1970/1 252 5,441 2.17 9.67

1972/3 327 6,251 2.25 8.30

1974/5 699 10,867 3.12 12.72

1976/7 1,374 17,043 4.86 16.69

1978/9 1,553 15,610 4.37 15.60

1980/1 2,341 18^20 4.15 17.22

1982/3 3,1% 18,916 4.33 16.66

1984/5 3,957 18,680 4.03 14.59

1986/7 5,521 18,878 4.23 13.72

1988/9 9,939 25,926 5.51 17.77

1990/1 10,165 20,226 4.11 13.74

1992/3 9,828 14,882 2.88 9.44

1994/5 10,146 19,081 2.35 7.51

1996/7 10,246 11,124 1.92 5.90

1998/9 10,538 9,861 1.79 5.27

Before 1960, the SADF accounted for less than 7 per cent of annual gov
ernment spending and under 1 per cent of GNP. In response to changes in
the perceived security threat discussed earlier, by the 1978/79 fiscal year
defence appropriations (R1.55 billion) were around five times the 1972/73
level, roughly a threefold increase in real terms, accounting for 16 per cent
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of the budget and about 4.4 per cent of GNP. These allocations ballooned to
R2.3 billion in 1980/81, R3 billion in 1983/84, R4 billion in 1985/86, R5.5
billion in 1986/87, and R6.6 billion in 1987/88. This leapt to R9.94 billion
in 1988/89.

The rapid rise of a military-industrial complex provides a tangible index
of the process. International isolation and the UN arms embargo stimulated
a symbiotic relationship between private industry and finance on the one
hand and the state security sector on the other. At the hub of this complex
rested the Armaments Corporation of South Africa Limited (Armscor), the

controlling body of weapons research and development and manufacture.4

Responsible at its peak for the direct jobs of about 25,000 personnel and the
indirect employment of 130,000 more, Armscor controlled ten affiliated na
tionalised industrial subsidiaries and distributed work to some 1,000 sub
contractors in the private sector. From 1977, self-sufficiency became a top

priority for Pretoria's strategic planners.

This military-capital nexus became capable of producing a wide range
of basic and sophisticated weaponry. For example, in 1966 the first Impala
Mkl (Aermacchi) was produced (150 aircraft followed). In 1967 the Adas
Aircraft Corporation was opened, and in 1975 the Mirage Fl, Mirage 111
and Alouette 111 assembly process was initiated. In 1974, the first Kudu
CM4 light-transport and Impala Mkll were built (99 followed). Three years
later, in 1977, the Puma SA330 program was launched. The Cheetah fighter
upgrade program, started in 1984, saw the rolling out of the Cheetah D2 in
1986 and the Cheetah E a year later. With helicopters, local production of
the Topaz engine started in 1985, while the development of the Alpha XH1

helicopter demonstrator was followed by the launch of the Oryx Puma up
grade in 1988 and the Rooivalk CSH2-XPM attack helicopter in 1990. In
other areas, South African industry developed sophisticated artillery sys
tems (G-5 and G-6), anti-tank and air-to-air missiles, radio and night vision
sets, APCs and mine-protected vehicles such as the Ratel, Casspir, Buffel
and Mamba, the Rooikat wheeled armoured car, and an upgrade for the
Centurion MBT known as the Olifant. It also constructed Reshef-class strike-
craft and logistics supply ships, and maintained locally the three Daphne
class submarines.

Although some gaps remained in the SADF arsenal, South Africa be
came virtually self-sufficient in modern weapons systems. And because
creation of an arms-manufacturing capability solely for its own needs would
not have been economically feasible, South Africa also became a major ex

porter. In addition, South Africa developed the capability to produce nu
clear warheads.5 In short, Pretoria's impressive technological and logistical
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achievement in anticipating, and largely overcoming, the arms embargo
furnished the regime with an essential tool when confronting its enemies in

its hostile regional environment.

Other measures taken to bolster the SADF included the rapid expansion
of conscripted white manpower. The National Service requirement for white
men, for example, was increased from 12 months to two years in the early
1970s. Efforts were launched to enlarge the Permanent Force (PF) element of
the armed services, as well as various schemes to attract white females into
uniform. Both politically and militarily, however, the most significant ele
ment in the expansion of the SADF was the enlistment of black, Indian and
coloured South Africans into combat roles. By 1990 an estimated 40 per cent
of the PF were 'non-white'. The security forces of the homelands were also

strengthened.

The Status Quo

With the change in South Africa's strategic political circumstances both

externally and domestically after 1990, and especially following the advent
of the first non-racial democratic government in 1994, the fortunes of the

defence establishment altered dramatically. As the table above indicates,

defence spending dropped substantially, by more than 50 per cent in real
terms between 1990 and 1999. The defence force downsized to accom
modate these changes. The defence industry had also to downsize, while
attempting at the same time to make up for a loss in domestic income

through exports.

Industrial Reorganisation

Following the end of the Namibia/Angola 'border war' in 1990, the
release of Nelson Mandela from prison and the unbanning of the African
National Congress (ANC) and other political parties the same year, in 1991
Armscor was divided between the armaments procurement division

(Armscor) and the production side (Denel). Today, major changes are afoot
as international companies buy into the local firms (partly through the
defence package deals) and the South African state-privatisation proc
ess begins to take shape.6

As of August 2000, the companies that have been bought out by interna
tional firms comprise: Olifant Manufacturing Company (OMC) by Vickers;
Paradigm Systems Technology partly by Bae Systems; African Defence Sys
tems (ADS) by Thomson SA; Advanced Technologies and Engineering (ATE)
partly by Bae Systems; Grintek Avitronics partly by Celsius Technology of
Sweden; and the European Aeronautic Defence and Space Company (EADS)
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has a share in Reutech Radar Systems. The privatisation of Denel, which
accounts for roughly half of defence production in South Africa, was an
nounced in August 2000.7 Currently (as of the time of writing in September
2000), Bae Systems and EADS are tipped to take a 20 per cent stake each in
Denel Aerospace.

These developments are also linked in with so-called 'black empower
ment' defence restructuring and arms package deals, which have come under
some public scrutiny and criticism. A number of black empowerment com
panies have acquired contracts from the defence packages, but questions
have been raised about nepotism, and scepticism that these groupings rep
resent genuine black empowerment interests.8

The Defence Packages

Following a wide, publicly consultative Defence Review process under
taken from 1996 onwards, a decision was taken in 1999 to re-equip the
SANDF with modern, largely imported materiel. This decision process was
made in two stages: first, the issuing of Request for Information (RFI); and
then a shortlist of potential suppliers who were then issued with Request
for Proposals (RFP) based on three separate criteria: the technical /military
specifications and functional abilities; counter-trade9 aspects (the minimum

expected was 100 per cent); and, the financing arrangements. Ultimately,
the South African decision was:

Table 2: SA Defence Packages, September 1999'°

Item Original Tender Cabinet Decision Replacing

Submarines
Corvettes
Light Fighters

Jet Trainers

4

4

38

24

Light Utility
Helicopters 60

Main Battle Tanks 95

Maritime Helicopters 5/6

3 (German Consortium) Daphnes
4 (German Consortium) —

9, options on 19 more Cheetahs

(SAAB/Bae,Gripen)
12, phis options on 12 more Impalas
(Bae, Hawk)

30 (Augusta A-109)
0
0

Alouettes
Olifants
Decision

delayed

There are two main reasons behind the selection of certain types of mili
tary equipment by South Africa in 1998/99:

1. Pretoria's main focus was to win foreign investment for South Africa
through counter-trade, not to re-equip the SANDF.
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2. There was a strong imperative to ensure that the defence deals went
to South Africa's major European trading partners — Germany, Britain,
France and Italy. That was partly to cement country-to-country links and

partly to show the US that South Africa did not need Washington. Russia,

for example, had no role to play in either scenario. As it turned out, France

did not get the intended major package (the tanks), but has since won the
combat management system for the patrol corvettes and is likely to be given
another major project in due course. In the opinion of some, the Swedes got
into the act by luck: the Gripen was the only new-technology fighter that
was affordable and it had the link with British Aerospace. Spain lost out on
this round, but may win the order for new transport aircraft."

In this regard, Pretoria wanted to position South Africa within what it
perceives as the unfolding nature of a global defence industry divided into

two emerging super-blocs - the Europeans and the United States. South
Africa, they have argued, has more to gain by being a partial-systems sup

plier to the Europeans than a complete-systems manufacturer to niche mar

ket areas.

The Impact of the Counter-trade/Off set Deals

The nature of the DIP and NIP agreements is expected to increase the
global share of the South African arms industry and provide a significant
boost to production. The counter-trade programs required a certain portion
of the defence contracts to be fulfilled by local industry. As noted, the gov
ernment's policy required a 100 per cent counter-trade requirement, half of
which had to be spent on military or like-technology projects. This will all,
given the time-frames involved in the weapons' procurement, have to be
absorbed by local industry within the next seven years. As the CEO of Denel
has noted, this provides a "rare window of opportunity for our industry to
grow new business competencies and revitalise itself into a new role".12

For example, in the aviation sector, the Augusta A-109 deal allows for
Denel Aviation to build rotor blades, tail and fuselage assemblies and parts
for the Turbomeca Arrius engines for the A109s, and will have rights for
supplying the A109 and A119 to the African market. The avionics suite will
also be integrated in South Africa. The contract for the Bae Hawk LIFT
includes the construction of sub-assemblies for the type, such as ailerons
and stabilisers. This deal will also bring work on the Bae Nimrod, Bae
Systems Regional Jet and on tooling for the Eurofighter. Sections of the Gripen
are expected to be built by local industry including the rear fuselages and

wing-attachment sets and drop tanks, while developing the export version
for other airforces.
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There are downsides to these deals, some of which have been high

lighted above. While the civilian offsets may provide longer-term benefit (i
f

they work out as envisaged), many of the deals as structured are capital
intensive of foreign imports in the construction of plants to provide offset

value. There are also serious questions about the profitability of some of the

suggested new enterprises. For example, the stainless steel mill to be built in
terms of the offset on the submarines in the Eastern Cape, it is speculated,

might reduce the profitability of existing companies and flood the domestic
market while running into difficulties accessing international markets be
cause of anti-dumping legislation. There is also the omni-present danger
with counter-trade deals that the foreign investors could pull out of their
commitments; in the South African case excusing this on the grounds of the
narrow stipulations presented by the South African government. Finally,
the nature of the offset programs also raises questions about the desirability
of having government involvement to this degree in commercial projects of
this nature. It may not have the technical or the bureaucratic capacity to
decide on nor monitor effectively such investments.13

Whatever these debates, importantly, however, as Flip Botha has ac
knowledged, the inclusion of Denel into such an international network will
"provide a substantial base workload... which through high quality, com

petitively-priced services, can be expanded into further international mar

kets".

Arms Sales

With the reduction in domestic defence spending in the 1990s, South
Africa's arms industries have become more dependent on international
markets. The size of the defence market has declined by approximately 70

per cent in real terms between 1989 and 1997. Purchases by Armscor peaked
at R3.6 billion in 1989/90, declining to R1.7 billion in 1996/97.

Access to international markets was, of course, facilitated by the politi
cal change inside the Republic and the dropping of the UN embargoes in
1994. However, South Africa has not been able to penetrate international

markets to the extent expected, as a result of both extraneous factors (such
as the decline in global demand) and strict local controls imposed through
the establishment of the National Conventional Arms Control Commit
tee (NCACC) after 1994. The value of exports has, however, increased
from around R163 million in 1990 to R721 million in 1995, R1.3 billion
in 1997, around Rl billion in 1998, and rose more gain by 25 per cent to
R1.27 billion in 1999.14
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Details of South African arms sales are now openly supplied in terms of

four categories: Category A is sensitive major significant equipment, Cat
egory B is sensitive significant equipment, Category C is non-sensitive equip
ment and Category D is non-lethal equipment.15 In 1998, more than half of
its sales were in the most sensitive Category A, worth R396.6 million. In
1996, R323.3 million out of R517.03 million was Category A. In 1997, this
figure was Rl,033.4 million out of Rl,324.9 million.

In terms of the recipients, Algeria purchased R849 millions' worth of
arms in 1998, nearly all in the highly sensitive Category A. Other major
purchasers of South African weapons in 1998 were: the US (R36.2 million),
Thailand (R67.1 million), Switzerland (R66.2 million), Rwanda (R19.5 mil

lion), Peru (R30.1 million), Denmark (R12.5 million), Colombia (R44.6 mil

lion), Brazil (R26.2 million) and Australia (R10.5 million). South Africa sold
arms worth R12. 3 million, with R7.3 million in Category A, to India. It also
sold arms to the value of R10.04 million, with R2.4 million in Category A, to
Pakistan.16

Denel continues to see the export market as one of growth, particularly
in the areas of ordnance and aerospace, increasing export market share of

these sectors from the current level of 41 per cent in the 2000 financial year
from 33 per cent in corresponding period in 1999. In particular, according
to the deputy CEO Max Sisulu, the organisation expects "to do well in
Europe, the Gulf states, India, Malaysia, Africa and Latin America". The
group is also confident of a major artillery system order in 2000. 17

Future Requirements?

The future of the South African arms industry will depend both on the
international links struck through domestic purchases from international

suppliers, and on South Africa's future requirements, detailed below.18

1. The South African Air Force

The SAAF has a number of formal requirements in place, but its force
design has been subject to ongoing change. The most likely mix of near/
medium term requirements is set out below, together with some clear needs
that have not yet become requirements:

• Maritime patrol aircraft to replace the unsuitable and inadequate
turboprop Dakotas.19 This is currently seen as the third most impor
tant priority after the medium transport aircraft and short-range air-
to-air missile. The need is for a mix of long-range and coastal types.
The planning dates for the original mix of medium and long-range
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types were 2005 and 2008, though new aircraft will only be acquired
by 2010. By mid-2000, it appears most likely that a four-engined air
craft will be employed in this role, probably the three C-130s that
were sourced from the US Navy, given the limitations on single-en

gine flying range over sea. The P-3 Orions, which have been offered
at low (no) cost by the US Navy, are seen to be unsuitable due to the
age of the avionics and high levels of stress and corrosion of the
airframes.

Medium transport aircraft (50-seaters). There is a need to improve the

type of aircraft that could provide STOL battlefield support such as
the Transall C-160s or CASA-235s. There is a requirement for prob
ably eight aircraft from 2003 onwards. The preferred types include
the CASA C-235 or the FIAT/ Lockheed C-27J, although the Antonov
An-74 or An-140 is also a possibility. There is apparently little pros

pect of reinstating — as an interim measure — the nine C-160 SAAF
Transalls retired in the early 1990s.20 The use of such aircraft (or the
CASA C-235s) would open up an estimated further 200 airfields in
Southern Africa for operational usage when compared to the C-130s.

Medium heavy transport aircraft (90-seaters). The planned medium-

heavy transport fleet of 12 C-130s is seen by some analysts as "clearly
not adequate, despite current SAAF protestations" and "will have to
be expanded to around 20-24 aircraft if the SAAF is to meet the de
mands that will arise from regional missions and commitments".21
However, the SAAF has pointed out that its nine operational C-130s

(seven original aircraft, plus the five acquired from the US of which
two are operational) are currently flying only 200 hours each per an
num. In reality the ongoing SANDF funding shortage is unlikely to
make this item an immediate procurement priority.

Medium-light transport aircraft. Probably 12 aircraft from 2002 on
wards. The original requirement was for 20 to enter service between
2001 and 2008, though this is now unlikely to commence as soon as

envisaged. The preferred type is apparently the CASA C-212.

Communications/ VIP aircraft. The HS-125s have been discarded and
need to be replaced by a similar type. No firm time-scale has been
attached. There is also a requirement for a second presidential aircraft
with inter-continental range, a decision that should be reached in 2000.

Airborne surveillance and ELTNT. A replacement of the Boeing 707s will
have to be sought within ten years, partly because of the high emission
levels of the engines.
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• Light utility aircraft. The original requirement was for some twenty-
four aircraft to replace the Cessna-185. Although some Cessna 185s
have been modernised, this requirement remains for 2002, given the
need to upgrade sensors for effective border protection and police co

operation.
• New/additional fighters: The fighter force will, if found inadequate,
be met by expanding the number of Gripens.

• Short-range infrared air-to-air missile. This is a short-term require
ment, where the cost per round is critical, as is the reliability of sup
ply.

2. The South African Navy

The naval force for the foreseeable future will comprise: six strike-craft
operational until 2010; four mine-sweepers; four mine-hunters; four cor
vettes/frigates; three submarines and two combat support vessels. There
are thus no short term major requirements open, apart form the replacement
of the Ton class mine-sweepers, but that could be met by acquiring, in 2000,
four ex-German Navy Type-351 MCMVs (plus two spare vessels)22, albeit
only as an interim solution. Looking to the longer term, there are a number
of requirements, including:

• A replacement for the six Reshef/ Warrior-class strike craft now be
ing upgraded and due to retire from 2010. If funded, this would argu
ably be best met by extending the patrol corvette order to six to eight
ships. This is the Navy's preferred option.

• Mine-countermeasures vessels, to replace the four River-class and
the four German Type-351 MCMVs. These are likely to be built lo
cally to a Western Navy design. This is unlikely to happen before
2015 or even 2020.

• There is a need for more than four patrol corvettes — six is the opera
tionally practical minimum — and for a fourth submarine. But both
will be met, if at all, by acquiring the same types as currently in hand
or planned.

• In the longer term the Navy will need a second replenishment ship to
complement the locally-built 12,500 tonne SAS Drakensberg and then

ultimately a new ship to replace the Drakensberg.

• The Navy also needs, but will not necessarily get, amphibious capa
bility. If authorised, that requirement would be best met by a newly-
built ship to one of several designs currently being offered by France,
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Singapore, Spain/ Holland, Italy, Germany and the UK. This capa
bility was offered to South Africa recently by the US government in
the form of the 8,500 tonne Newport-class Landing Ship Tank (LST),

though this was considered by the SAN to be "steam technology"
with associated maintenance and personnel problems.23

3. The South African Army

The intention for the future is to manufacture most Army equipment
locally and almost certainly to Western designs. The South African Army is
about to begin a major "planned capital renewal program" which follows
the recently approved equipment programs for the Air Force and Navy.24
Defence Minister Mosiuoa Lekota argued in his 2000 budget speech that
this would be a "primarily domestic acquisition program". This will bring
orders for South African-based companies including Denel, Vickers/OMC,
African Defence Systems (ADS) and the Grintek group, and many smaller

companies. As Helmoed-Romer Heitman has noted, this will create consid
erable business potential for foreign companies whose equipment will be
manufactured in South Africa, in the form of sub-systems and components,
or as development partners.

Current planning envisages programs running over a period of some 15

years, commencing from around the middle of this decade. Key elements
will be some 95 new Main Battle Tanks (MBTs), between 200-300 new In
fantry Combat Vehicles (ICVs) to replace the Ratel, more than 1,000 new

mine-protected Armoured Personnel Carriers (APCs) to replace the Buffel
and Casspir, a Man-Portable Air Defence System (MANPADS) and a Short-
Range Air Defence System (SHORADS), and several hundred tactical logis
tic vehicles. The Army will also be acquiring ADS' AS-2000 artillery target
engagement system, a new anti-tank missile, and an automatic 40mm gre
nade launcher, as well as an upgrade of some existing systems. Other pro
grams, such as new tactical communications equipment, are already in the

production stage.

In summary, the possible new acquisitions outside of the current
packages include:

Navy: Item Possible Suppliers Horizon
Two 10,000 tonne amphibious Civilian specification, 2005-2010

LPH-type helicopter and troop carriers.

Strike-craft replacement Two additional corvettes?Or 2010

local production?

Four MCMs Local construction; 2015-2020
German design?

4/5 Maritime Helicopters Lynx/Seasprite 2000
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Airforce: Item Possible Suppliers Horizon

Maritime Patrol Aircraft 4-8 (C-130/BE200/P3?) 2010

Medium/ Medium-Heavy 8-12 (CASA C-235/ C-160
Transport Aircraft /C-130/An-74/C-27J/An-70?) 2003>

Medium-Light Transports 12(CASA-212/?) 2001>

VIP Aircraft 2-5 2000>

Fighters 28+ Gripen 2008>

Light Utility Aircraft 24 2002>

IFR Missile local 2000>

ELINT 2 2010

Army: Item Possible Suppliers Horizon
MBTs 95 (Challenger, Le Clerc, Leopard,

Abrams
2003>

ICVs 200-300 (8x8, Piranha, MRAV) 2003>

Tank Destroyers 72 to ICV hull, Kentron Ingwe
Missile System; interim solution
fit Ingwe to Ratel?

2003>

APCs 1.000+ 2005>

Light Airborne Vehicle Pallet dropped 2001>

MANPADS Light SAM. One battery (12
launchers), later four batteries

2006>

SHORADS Kentron SAH3/ Umkhonto.
One regiment of four batteries

2006>

Logistics Vehicles 17-ton cross-country capable 2005>

Infantry Weapons Milan Replacement/ Ingwe? 2005>

Global Defence Equipment Trends and Middle Power Options

As has been demonstrated above, South African defence manufacturers have
experienced a period of reorganisation and reorientation. With the ending of the
embargo on the export of military equipment to the country, the South African
armed forces have been able to go into the international arms market and exercise

some choice over the equipment that best meets their needs. Furthermore, for

almost the past decade, it has essentially been a buyer's market for military
equipment. This has meant that potential customers, South Africa among
them, have been able not only to access some of the most modern and latest

equipment but also to negotiate some very hard bargains.

Although South Africa is not alone, in this, the off-set and counter-trade
deals that the South African armed forces were able to get - necessary under
the political circumstances at home - have been among the most generous
and economically advantageous of any. Whether or not the inward defence

and industrial investment associated with these deals were the most suited
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to South Africa's current social and economic needs is a secondary consid
eration; the important point is that those deals were able to be struck. One
outcome, as noted above, is that attached to the military equipment pur
chases from abroad - particularly Britain, Germany and Sweden - is the

opportunity to be involved in the production and assembly of that equip
ment, thereby benefiting from much needed technology transfer.

However, it has to be remembered that the market will not always be a
buyers one or that the military equipment currently available will be the
most relevant or appropriate either for South Africa's future needs or those

of other equipment client states. The simple fact is that the advanced equip
ment now available from the world's major arms manufacturing states is

the equipment that was specified, developed and manufactured during the

latter stages of the Cold War. The frigates, fighter aircraft, jet trainers subma
rines and helicopters that made up four acquisition 'packages' in Septem
ber 1999 are all products of a previous generation. Although they are either
in the inventories of the vendor states or are scheduled to enter service in the

near future, some analysts argue that the days of such acquisitions are

numbered because the nature of international conflict and the manner in

which wars are likely to be fought are rapidly changing.

The international arms market is effectively changing in parallel with

the changes occurring in the use of armed force. As Arvin and Heidi Toffler
have argued, the conduct of war, or the manner and equipment with which
it is fought, reflects the foundation upon which a state's wealth is created.
Thus, in the United States and in the major states within Europe, the mili
tary equipment that was the product of both the industrial (mass produc

tion) and technical (nuclear, radar and jet propulsion) revolutions is being

rapidly replaced with the information technology (sensor and computer)
revolution, otherwise referred to as the 'Revolution in Military Affairs'. For
these states, the next generation of equipment will be based on information
technology and the ability to be able to dominate the battlespace through

superior intelligence, knowledge and access. This will not require huge
numbers of military personnel, a huge industrial surge capability or the
sorts of military formations that characterised forty years of NATO and
Warsaw Pact forces on the European Central Front. The ability to know
what is going on in a theatre of conflict and to pre-empt, with special forces
and precision weapons launched (possibly from unmanned combat vehi

cles) are the top priorities, whether launched from air, land or sea and subsea
forces. These developments are also compatible with social developments
in which the general population is progressively less prepared to support long and

costly wars and for whom military service has all but lost its attraction.
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If prognoses of future weapons set the leading defence manufacturing
states from the rest - of which South Africa is one - the same cannot be said

quite so emphatically where future war is concerned. Martin Van Crevelt

was among the first, and many have followed his lead, to argue that large
scale, inter-state conventional wars, whether or not backed by the threat of

tactical nuclear weapons, are very much a thing of the past. Future conflict

will be small scale, internal, asymmetric, highly politicised and fought be
tween non-state groups and national governments.

The connection between these sorts of internal conflicts and the interna

tional community's, and United Nations', predilection for peace-keeping

operations was not noted at the time, but it has since become something of a

reality. The challenging experiences of the Balkans, the Middle East and
central Africa have set a firm precedent for international intervention irre

spective of articles of the UN Charter stipulating otherwise. Peace keeping
and peace enforcing in internal conflicts, which threaten to destabilise coun

tries and regions, have become a priority for the world's major military and

economic states. It is a policy that has been packaged with expressions of

'defence and preventive diplomacy'. Peace keeping and enforcement is high
on the agenda of the Organisation of African States and is also one of the

approved roles for the South African National Defence Forces, after the
defence of sovereign territory.

If the sort of wars is expected to change, and if the forces engaged are
working in coalition, and if the weapons used are smart, precision and light
equipment backed by IT sensors, networks and computers, where does that
place states like South Africa with a competent, but not state-of-the-art, de

fence manufacturing base? And what sorts of military equipment should
South Africa be trying to research and develop itself, particularly if the
future roles of its armed forces are likely to be combating domestic violent
conflict, defeating or controlling or suppressing organised illegal activities

and supporting peace-keeping operations in the more querulous parts of

the continent?

Ironically, when South Africa was still a pariah state and isolated from

the international community, it had to develop its own defence industries

as best it could. Among the more visible achievements were adaptations of

French fighter aircraft, an armed attack helicopter and, arguably, one of the

world's best artillery pieces. Less well known was the work done on
unmanned aerial vehicles, in which it was once a world leader, and in
combat systems, and here there is a potential future for the South African

defence manufacturers. The combat suite that was developed within South
Africa from commercial sources and installed in the ageing Daphne subma
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rines was as effective as any of those that the major states had in their
inventory at the time. Most significantly, the parts that went into these com
mand and control and combat systems were accessed from the commercial
electronics market, the very same source for many of the world's leading
defence equipment manufacturers.

There is more than just an American 'Revolution in Military Affairs'.
Within the next two decades, the world demand for IT systems, computers,
sensors, unmanned and guided weapons, and smart munitions will not
only increase, but also become an integral part of the 'globalisation of secu
rity' primarily under UN auspices. This is not to suggest that there will not
be a requirement for the conventional heavy combat weapons of the Cold War,
but these will be used as weapons of last resort and in limited numbers.

This will present middle powers, such as South Africa, with a dilemma.
Would it be better to acquire the technical skills and production capability
to continue to manufacture and hope to sell conventional land and air equip
ment in a highly-competitive and over-supplied market; or to look to de
velop indigenous capabilities relevant to future requirements and markets
in the new defence related technologies? In seeking an answer to this ques
tion, it must be remembered that the dual use of sensors and IT surveillance
capabilities is as relevant to the maintenance of internal law and order as it
is to support international peace-related engagements. Furthermore, it is
these technologies that provide the value-added element to weapons plat
forms and potentially the best return in the international market place. The
manner in which the South African defence manufacturers manage and
embrace the opportunities opened up in the offset arrangements currently
in place will give a pointer to the direction the country will go. Of some
significance is the fact that future cooperation with the arms industries of
Europe, and possibly North and South America, would be more easily
achieved in the new technologies that the older, more conventional ones.

Conclusion: Between Domestic Demand and International Linkages

The South African government is committed to linking with major West
ern powers in terms of defence cooperation and technology. There is a fear
that further diversification of acquisition would produce far too many sup
port and training problems. Thus political, technological, technical (sup
port) and military considerations all push South Africa strongly towards
staying with Western equipment and expanding these links. With regard to
the South African Army, the intention of the government is that its main

equipment programs should be handled as national programs to benefit
local industry as much as possible.
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In spite of burgeoning local requirements, the future for the South Afri
can industry lies in tapping into the global market specifically through the

joint ventures established as a result of the 1999 defence packages. This
development, and the opportunities offered by privatisation, present a glo
bal future, though South African industry's role is likely to be only as a sub

system rather than whole system provider.

Globalisation has brought tremendous challenges for smaller, often un

competitive, countries. The mergers and acquisitions that have paralleled
this phenomenon have arguably further marginalised the smaller indus
tries. For example, as a result of such consolidation, the US aerospace in

dustry is today dominated by Boeing, Raytheon, Lockheed Martin and
Northrop Grumman, ensuring their market dominance as both systems pro
viders and integrators. In Europe, the formation of EADS and Bae Systems
has created two major industrial poles, controlling more than two-thirds of
defence work in the UK, France, Germany, Italy, Spain and Sweden.

Much thus depends on what happens in terms of the benefits of the
defence packages and the state of global defence market. As Flip Botha has

put it
,

the procurement of major defence systems through Defence Indus
trial Participation will create new opportunities for smaller countries and
defence manufacturers which today "cannot be prime contractors for major
systems". This will allow them to play "roles from supplying niche prod
ucts as sub systems to the primary contractor, including being technology
partners in these niche areas. They could also become maintenance provid
ers in their countries for the systems procured".
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Notes

2. Denel, ATE, Grintek, ADS and Reutech are considered to be the 'Big Five'
of the South African arms industry.

3. Figures Supplied by the SANDF, January 2000.

4. For background on the SA arms industry, see Signe Landgren, Embargo
Disimplemented: South Africa's Military Industry. London: OUP, 1989; and
James P McWillliams, ARMSCOR: South Africa's Arms Merchant. London:
Brassey's, 1989.

5. In 1990, South Africa announced that it had dismantled six complete and
one partially-assembled 'devices'. There were roughly 1,000 South Afri
cans who worked on this Armscor-directed program, which utilised Highly
Enriched Uranium produced at the Valindaba Enrichment Facility employ
ing an indigenously-developed technique. The reason given for develop
ing the program was to assure the West's continued interest in safeguard
ing the white regime's interests by posing a threat. If the West pressurised
South Africa or supported its enemies, then the weapon could be deployed.
Who and what might have been the target remains a matter for specula
tion, though the Cuban forces in Angola are sometimes mentioned as one
possibility.

6. See 'Compaie-e-e-s! By the centre. . all join arms', Financial Mail, 29 January
2000; and 'Strategic Decision', Flight International, 29 August-4 September
2000, p.47.

7. This is planned to occur along with the sale of the other 'Big Four' South
African parastatals — Eskom (electricity supply), Telkom (telecommunica
tions) and Transnet (railways and harbours) — by 2004.

8. See, for example, 'Taking a closer look at SA's arms deal', Business Day, 20
November 1999. For example, it has been alleged that the family of Armscor
acquisitions executive, Chippy Shaik, have personally benefited from the
deals. See also Ivor Powell, 'Nepotism in R32 billion arms deal', Mail and
Guardian, 26 May - 2 June 2000.

9. The total cost of the equipment package is R21 .3 billion over eight years. If
the option to procure additional equipment is exercised, the total equip
ment cost will rise by R8.5 billion to R29.9 billion over 12 years. The options
must be exercised by not later than the year 2004. The industrial participa
tion (IP) projects linked to the purchase deals will reportedly yield signifi
cant economic benefits for South Africa, with total contracted commit
ments amounting to R104 billion, composed of: defence industrial partici
pation (DIP)offsets (about 20% of the total, or R14.5 billion); counter-pur
chase by the defence equipment suppliers of South African goods (about
45%, or R31 billion); and national (civilian) industrial participation (NIP)
investments in South Africa by companies associated with the equipment
suppliers (the remaining 35% or R24 billion). There is also both direct DIP

(the production and/ or assembly of components of the weapons systems
ordered) and indirect DIP (unconnected with the SANDF's systems, but
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also for SA-based defence-related companies). For details of the packages,
see, http://www.polity.org.za/ search/ Default.asp.

10. Business Day, 16 September 1999.

11. The Spanish firm CASA offered eight C-235s and eight C-212s in 1998 for
US$200 million, with a buy-back offer on the SAAF's existing four C-212s
and single C-235.

12. See, for example, Flip Botha, 'Defence Industrial Participation and Na
tional Participation Opportunities for the Aerospace Industry'. Paper pre
sented at the Sir Pierre van Ryneveld Air Power conference, 4 September
2000.

13. See Greta Steyn, 'Defence package holds hidden risks for the economy',
Business Day, 2 May 2000.

14. See 'Denel lifts exports 26.4% to R1.3 billion', The Star, 17 August 2000;
'Defence market smaller, more concentrated', Business Day, 21 December
1999.

15. Category A, sensitive major significant equipment, "comprises conven
tional implements of war such as explosives, large calibre arms and auto
matic weapons, guns, missiles, bombs and grenades, tanks, fighter aircraft,

attack helicopters and naval vessels that could cause severe casualties and/
or major damage and destruction" .Category B, sensitive significant equip
ment, "comprises all types of infantry hand held and portable assault weap
ons and associated ammunition of a calibre smaller than 12,7mm".

16. See http://www.mg.co.za/mg/news/99octl/loct-arms_military.html.

17. See 'Denel lifts exports 26.4% to R1.3 billion', op cit.

18. This section is drawn in part from Greg Mills and Sara Pienaar, 'Nazdarovye?
Russian-South African Defence and Technology Ties', Defense Analysis, (Win
ter 2000). See also 'Celebrating change', Flight International, 29 August-4
September 2000, pp.48-9.

19. The Dakota TPs not only have a limited range, but the aircraft have two
other major failings: first, they apparently leak, with negative consequences
for the equipment carried; second, they cannot carry the surveillance sys
tem developed for them in the 1990s. There are also reportedly problems
with the airframes cracking. By August 2000, only one of 11 Dakota TPs
was configured for maritime patrol, and was undergoing technical evalua
tions. An additional four aircraft are to be similarly equipped and made
ready for service by March/ April 2001. The remainder will be used for
transport purposes or held in reserve.

20. In the opinion of many, the retirement of the C-160s was a "tragic miscal
culation" given both South Africa's current requirements and the C-160s
capabilities (short take off, and the ability to ferry an Oryx without, unlike
the C-130s) having to remove the rotor head), but also because of the
manner in which this occurred. These aircraft were retired on the basis of
an internal SA Air Force audit conducted in the early 1990s. The common
denominator in determining which aircraft types were to be retired was
lifecycle cost Two C-160s had been landed 'wheels up', and the repair costs
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were included in the standard scheduled maintenance cost, with all the
negative implications. This was only discovered after the aircraft were
withdrawn from service. The airframes have apparently only relatively
low hours and the previous problem of the acquisition of spares encoun
tered during the apartheid (sanctions) years is no longer. There have been
at least two attempts to bring the C-160s back into service, once as a mari
time patrol aircraft. The aircraft are currendy out to tender. The cost of re-
certification is estimated at US$5 million per aircraft for what is described
by some officers as "an old lady", whereas a new aircraft will cost US$18
million. Moreover, the C-160 was designed for European rather than the
"hot and high" conditions encountered in Southern Africa. Interviews,
current and past SAAF officers, July 2000.

21. Discussion, Helmoed-Romer Heitman, April 2000.

22. At an estimated cost of only US$150,000 each

23. Interview, SAN HQ, July 2000.

24. See Helmoed-Romer Heitman, 'South African Army Re-Equipment', Jane's
Defence Weekly, 3 May 2000.
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Strategic and Defence Studies Centre

The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which is located in the
Research School of Pacific and Asian Studies in the Australian National University,
is to advance the study of strategic problems, especially those relating to the general
region of Asia and the Pacific. The centre gives particular attention to Australia's
strategic neighbourhood of Southeast Asia and the Southwest Pacific. Participation
in the centre's activities is not limited to members of the university, but includes
other interested professional, diplomatic and parliamentary groups. Research in
cludes military, political, economic, scientific and technological aspects of strategic
developments. Strategy, for the purpose of the centre, is defined in the broadest
sense of embracing not only the control and application of military force, but also
the peaceful settlement of disputes that could cause violence.

This is the leading academic body in Australia specialising in these studies.
Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars for other departments within
the ANU and other universities and Australian service training institutions are heavily
dependent upon SDSC assistance with the strategic studies sections of their courses.
Members of the centre provide advice and training courses in strategic affairs to the
Australian Department of Defence and Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade.
Regular seminars and conferences on topics of current importance to the centre's
research are held.

Since its inception in 1966, the centre has supported a number of visiting and
research fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety of investigations. Recently
the emphasis of the centre's work has been on problems of security and confidence-
building in Australia's neighbourhood; the defence of Australia; arms proliferation
and arms control; policy advice to the higher levels of die Australian Defence De
partment; and the strategic implications of developments in Southeast Asia, the
Indian Ocean and the Southwest Pacific.

The centre maintains a comprehensive collection of reference materials on stra
tegic issues. Its publications program, which includes the Canberra Papers on Strat
egy and Defence and SDSC Working Papers, produces up to two dozen publications
a year on strategic and defence issues.
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Canberra Papers on Strategy and Defence

No. Title $A(excl.GST)
CP43 Australia's Secret Space Programs by Desmond Ball 15.00

CP44 High Personnel Turnover The ADF Is Not a Limited Liability
Company by Cathy Downes 15.00

CP45 Should Australia Plan to Defend Christmas and Cocos Islands?
by Ross Babbage 15.00

CP46 US Bases in the Philippines: Issues and Implications
by Desmond Ball (ed) 15.00

CP47 Soviet Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) by Desmond Ball 20.00

CP48 The Vietnam People's Army: Regularization of Command
1975-1988 by D.M. FitzGerald 15.00

CP49 Australia and the Global Strategic Balance by Desmond Ball 15.00
CP50 Organising an Army: the Australian Experience 1957-1965

by J.C. Blaxland 20.00

CP51 77k Evolving World Economy: Some Alternative Security

Questions for Australia by Richard A. Higgott 15.00

CP52 Defending the Northern Gateway by Peter Donova 15.00

CP53 Soviet Signals Intelligence (SIGINT): Intercepting Satellite
Communications by Desmond Ball 20.00

CP54 Breaking the American Alliance: An Independent National
Security Policy for Australia by Gary Brown 20.00

CP55 Senior Officer Professional Development in the Australian

Defence Force: Constant Study to Prepare by Cathy Downes 20.00

CP56 Code 777: Australia and the US Defense Satellite
Communications System (DSCS) by Desmond Ball 22.50

CP57 China's Crisis: The International Implications
by Gary Klintworth (ed) 17.00

CP58 Index to Parliamentary Questions on Defence by Gary Brown 20.00

CP59 Controlling Civil Maritime Activities in a Defence
Contingency by W.A.G. Dovers 17.00

CP60 77k Security of Oceania in the 1990s. Vol.1, Views from
the Region by David Hegarty and Peter Polomka (eds) 15.00

CP61 77k Strategic Significance of Torres Strait by Ross Babbage 30.00
CP62 77k Leading Edge: Air Power in Australia's

Unique Environment by P.J. Criss and D.J. Schubert 22.50

CP63 77k Northern Territory in the Defence of Australia: Geography,
History, Economy, Infrastructure, and Defence Presence

by Desmond Ball and J.O. Langtry (eds) 24.50

CP64 Vietnam's Withdrawal from Cambodia: Regional Issues
and Realignments by Gary Klintworth (ed) 17.00

CP65 Prospects for Crisis Prediction: A South Pacific Case Study
by Ken Ross 20.00

CP66 Bougainville: Perspectives on a Crisis by Peter Polomka (ed) 20.00

CP67 77k Amateur Managers: A Study of the Management of
Weapons System Projects by F.N. Bennett 22.50

CP68 77k Security of Oceania in the 1990s. Vol.2,
Managing Change by Peter Polomka (ed) 15.00

CP69 Australia and the World: Prologue and Prospects
by Desmond Ball (ed) 25.00
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CP70 Singapore 'sDefence Industries by Bilveer Singh 14.00

CP7 1 RAAFAir Power Doctrine: A Collection ofContemporary
Essays by Gary Waters (ed) 15.00

CP72 South Pacific Security: Issues and Perspectives
by Stephen Henningham and Desmond Ball (eds) 20.00

CP73 77k Northern Territory in the Defence ofAustralia: Strategic
and Operational Considerations

by J.O. Langtry and Desmond Ball (eds) 24.50

CP74 TTie Architect of Victory: Air Campaigns for Australia
by Gary Waters 23.00

CP75 Modern Taiwan in the 1990s by Gary Klintworth (ed) 23.00

CP76 New Technology: Implications for Regional and Australian
Security by Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson (eds) 23.00

CP77 Reshaping the Australian Army: Challenges for the 1990s
by David Homer (ed.) 24.00

CP78 77w Intelligence War in the Gulf by Desmond Ball 17.50

CP79 Provocative Plans: A Critique ofUS Strategy for Maritime

Conflict in the North Pacific by Desmond Ball 20.00

CP80 Soviet SIGINT: Hawaii Operation by Desmond Ball 17.50

CP81 Chasing Gravity's Rainbow: Kwajalein and US Ballistic Missile

Testing by Owen Wilkes, Megan van Frank and Peter Hayes 22.50

CP82 Australia's Threat Perceptions: A Search for Security
byAlanDupont 17.00

CP83 Building Blocks for Regional Security: An Australian
Perspective on Confidence and Security Building Measures
(CSBMs) in the Asia/Pacific Region by Desmond Ball 17.00

CP84 Australia's Security Interests in Northeast Asia by Alan Dupont 18.50

CP85 Finance and Financial Policy in Defence Contingencies by Paul Lee 17.00

CP86 Mine Warfare in Australia's First line of Defence by Alan Hinge 23.00

CP87 Hong Kong's Future as a Regional Transport Hub
by Peter J. Rimmer 20.00

CP88 The Conceptual Basis of Australia's Defence Planning and Force
Structure Development by Paul Dibb 17.50

CP89 Strategic Studies in a Changing World: Gbbal, Regional
and Australian Perspectives
by Desmond Ball and David Horner (eds) 28.00

CP90 TTie Gulf War: Australia's Role and Asian-Pacific Responses
by J. Mohan Malik 21.00

CP91 Defence Aspects ofAustralia's Space Activities by Desmond Ball 20.00

CP92 77te Five Power Defence Arrangements and Military Cooperation
among the ASEAN States: Incompatible Models for Security in
Southeast Asia? by Philip Methven 23.00

CP93 Infrastructure and Security: Problems of Development
in the West Sepik Province of Papua New Guinea by T.M. Boyce 23.00

CP94 Australia and Space by Desmond Ball and Helen Wilson (eds) 26.00

CP95 LANDFORCE: 201 0: Some Implications of Technology
for ADF Future Land Force Doctrine, Leadership and Structures
by David W. Beveridge 15.50

CP96 TTie Origins ofAustralian Diplomatic Intelligence in Asia,
1933-1941 by Wayne Gobert 17.50
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CP97 Japan as Peacekeeper: Samurai State, or New Civilian Power?
by Peter Polomka 16.00

CP98 The Post-Soviet World: Geopolitics and Crises by Coral Bell 15.00

CP99 Indonesian Defence Policy and the Indonesian Armed Forces
by Bob Lowry 20.00

CP100 Regional Security in the South Pacific:
The Quarter-Century 1970-95 by Ken Ross 23.00

CP101 The Changing Role of the Military in Papua New Guinea
by R.J. May 15.00

CP102 Strategic Change and Naval Forces: Issues for a Medium
Level Naval Power by Sam Batsman and Dick Sherwood (eds) 23.00

CP103 ASEAN Defence Reorientation 1975-1992: The Dynamics of
Modernisation and Structural Change by J.N. Mak 24.00

CP104 The United Nations and Crisis Management: Six Studies

by Coral Bell (ed) 17.50

CP105 Operational and Technological Developments in
Maritime Warfare implications for the Western Pacific
by Dick Sherwood (ed) 20.00

CP106 More Than Little Heroes: Australian Army Air Liaison
Officers in the Second World War by Nicola Baker 23.00

CP107 Vanuatu's 1980 Santo Rebellion: International Responses to a
Microstate Security Crisis by Matthew Gubb 14.00

CP108 The Development ofAustralian Army Doctrine 1945-1964
by M.C.J. Welburn 15.00

CP109 The Navy and National Security: The Peacetime Dimension

by Dick Sherwood 16.00
CP110 Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) in South Korea by Desmond Ball 15.00
CP111 India Looks East: An Emerging Power and Its Asia-Pacific

Neighbours by Sandy Cordon and Stephen Henningham (eds) 24.00

CP112 Nation, Region and Context: Studies in Peace and War
in Honour of Professor T.B. Millar by Coral Bell (ed.) 24.00

CP113 Transforming the Tatmadaw: The Burmese Armed Forces
since 1988 by Andrew Selth 23.00

CP114 Calming the Waters: Initiatives for Asia Pacific Maritime
Cooperation by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds) 23.00

CP115 Strategic Guidelines for Enabling Research and Development to
Support Australian Defence by Ken Anderson and Paul Dibb 17.00

CP116 Security and Security Building in the Indian Ocean Region
by Sandy Gordon 24.00

CP117 Signals Intelligence (SIGINT) in South Asia: India, Pakistan,
Sri Lanka (Ceylon) by Desmond Ball 17.50

CP118 The Seas Unite: Maritime Cooperation in the Asia Pacific Region
by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds) 25.00

CP119 In Search ofa Maritime Strategy: The Maritime Element in
Australian Defence Planning since 1901 by David Stevens (ed) 24.00

CP120 Australian Defence Planning: Five Views from Policy Makers

by Helen Hookey and Denny Roy (eds) 15.00
CP121 A Brief Madness: Australia and the Resumption of French

Nuclear Testing by Kim Richard Nossal and Carolynn Vivian 15.00
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CP123 Grey-Area Phenomena in Southeast Asia: Piracy, Drug

Trafficking and Political Terrorism by Peter Chalk 17.50

CP124 Regional Maritime Management and Security

by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds) 24.00

CP125 The Environment and Security: What are the Linkages?
by Alan Dupont (ed.) 17.00

CP126' Educating an Army': Australian Army Doctrinal Development
and the Operational Experience in South Vietnam, 1965-72

by R.N. Bushby 17.50

CP127 South Africa and Security Building in the Indian Ocean Rim

by Greg Mills 20.00

CP128 The Shape of Things to Come: The US-Japan Security Relationship
in the New Era by Maree Reid 17.50

CP129 Shipping and Regional Security
by Sam Bateman and Stephen Bates (eds) 20.00

CP130 Bougainville 1988-98: Five Searches for Security in the North
Solomons Province of Papua New Guinea by Karl Claxton 23.00

CP131 77k Next Stage: Preventive Diplomacy in the Asia-Pacific Region
by Desmond Ball and Amitav Acharya (eds) 25.00

CP132 Maritime Cooperation in the Asia-Pacific Region: Current Situation
and Prospects by Sam Bateman (ed) 23.00

CP133 Maintaining the Strategic Edge: The Defence ofAustralia
in 2015 by Desmond Ball (ed) 30.00

CP134 An Independent Command: Command and Control of
the 1" Australian Task Force in Vietnam by R.W. Cable 17.50

CP135 Armed Rebellion in the ASEAN States: Persistence and
Implications by Andrew Tan 23.00

CP136 Burma's Secret Military Partners by Andrew Selth 18.50

CP137 Where Are They When You Need Them? Support
Arrangements for Deployed Air Power by Peter McLennan 26.00

CP138 ASEAN, the Southeast Asia Nuclear-Weapon-Free Zone
and the Challenge ofDenuclearisation in Southeast Asia:
Problems and Prospects by Bilveer Singh 18.50

CP139 The Council for Security Cooperation in the Asia Pacific (CSCAP):
Its Record and Its Prospects by Desmond Ball 18.50

CP140 Wars of Conscience: Human Rights, National Security
and Australia's Defence Policy by John Hutcheson 26.00
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(All at the one price of SA6.00 (including cost of packaging & postage)
WP225India's Strategic Posture: 'Look East' or 'Look West'? by Sandy Gordon
WP226Index to Parliamentary Questions on Defence for the Period 1989 to 1990 by Gary

Brown
WP227 Australia and Papua New Guinea: Foreign and Defence Relations Since 1975 by

Katherine Bullock
WP22877ie Wrigley Report: An Exercise in Mobilisation Planning by J.O. Langtry
WP229 Air Power, the Defence of Australia and Regional Security by Desmond Ball
WP230Current Strategic Developments and Implications for the Aerospace Industry by

Desmond Ball
WP231 Arms Control and Great Power Interests in the Korean Peninsula by Gary

Klintworth
WP232Power, the Gun and Foreign Policy in China since the Tiananmen Incident by Ian

Wilson
WP233 The Gulf Crisis: Testing a New World Order? by Amin Saikal and Ralph King
WP234An Australian Perspective on Maritime CSBMs in the Asia-Pacific Region by

Desmond Ball and Commodore Sam Bateman RAN
WP235 Insurgency and the Transnational Flow of Information: A Case Study by Andrew

Selth
WP236India's Security Policy: Desire and Necessity in a Changing World by Sandy

Gordon
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Guinea by Lieutenant Colonel T.M. Boyce
WP238 Command, Control, Communications and Intelligence in the Gulf War by Shaun

Gregory
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by Stephen R. Heder
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